
Pepper’s Ghost Box - a science project by Max 

This science project shows you how to create the illusion of a ghost dog, just like the one in the 
Knitbone Pepper stories.


You will need:


- Cardboard box with lid

- Stiff card

- Card for creating the castle 

- Black paper 

- Sellotape or glue

- Craft knife or scissors

- Ruler

- Battery operated tea lights

- Torch

- Plasticine or modelling clay

- Blocks of lego

- Piece of perspex or glass (I used the glass from a cheap picture frame)


1. To make the box


Use the stiff card to divide up the box - roughly in half length ways and segment one side to form 
an approximate square.  To find the exact position use the picture frame glass - this will need to fit 
snuggly at 45 degrees into the open half.
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Line the box with black paper.  Cut a viewing square out of the front of the box - this is where the 
audience will look in.  Cut a square out of the length-way divide - this is to allow the light from the 
‘ghost’ to hit the glass and reflect.







2.  Make a castle out of card.  Make sure it will fit in the box at the opposite end from the 
audience viewing hole.  Cut out windows and build a lego structure for the battery operated tea 
lights to sit on inside the castle so they are visible through the windows.
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3.  Mould Knitbone out of plasticine or modelling clay.  I used my dog, Dougal, as a model!





4.  Position the castle and Knitbone into the ghost box.  You may want to position a couple of 
extra battery operated tea lights around the castle to illuminate it.
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5.  Put on the lid and cut a hole above Knitbone just large enough for a torch.








6.  Assemble and view through the audience viewing hole.  When you switch the torch on, and 
shine it through the hole in the lid, Knitbone will appear in the scene as a ghost.  When you switch 
the torch off Knitbone will disappear.
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